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Result Area 1 Efficient water use in agriculture 

Result Question 1.1a: To what extent has the ratio between crop yield and 

water use been improved in a sustainable manner in the target area of your 

programme ? (‘more crop per drop’)

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source

Result Question 1.1b: To what extent has your programme contributed to 

this result?

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source



Assessment of results achieved by NL across the entire Result area 1 Efficient water use in agriculture. 

Reasons for result achieved:

Implications for planning:



Result Area 2 Improved river basin management and safe delta’s

Result Question 2.1a: To what extent has there been progress in the 

development and implementation of plans for sustainable growth and water 

safety (incl. good governance) in the target area of your programme?

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source

Result Question 2.1b: To what extent has your programme contributed to 

this result?

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source



Result Area 2 Improved river basin management and safe delta’s

Result Question 2.2a: To what extent has transboundary and collective river 

basin management been improved in the target area of your programme? 

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source

Result Question 2.2b: To what extent has your programme contributed to 

this result?

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source



Assessment of results achieved by NL across the entire Result area 2 Improved river basin management and safe delta’s:

Reasons for result achieved:

Implications for planning:



Result Area 3 Water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) 

Result Question 3.1a: How many people (male/female) have gained 

sustainable access an improved water source or improved sanitairy facility 

and to what extent has governance been imporved on this topic in the target 

area of your programme?  

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source

Result Question 3.1b: To what extent has your programme contributed to 

this result?

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source



Result Area 3 Water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) 

Result Question 3.2a: To what extent have water management aspects 

and a more business oriented way of working been applied in your WASH 

programmes. 

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source

Result Question 3.2b: To what extent has your programme contributed to 

this result?

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source



Assessment of results achieved by NL across the entire Result area 3 Water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH). 

Reasons for result achieved:

Implications for planning:



Result Area 4 Trade and Development Cooperation

Result Question 4.1a: How has the added value (knowledge, expertise, 

products and services) of the Dutch water sector been deployed in the 

preparation and implementation of programmes in the water sector? 

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source

Result Question 4.1b: To what extent has your programme contributed to 

this result?

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source



Result Area 4 Trade and Development Cooperation

Result Question 4.2a: What are the results of the transition to a more trade 

related relationship in the water sector?

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source

Result Question 4.2b: To what extent has your programme contributed to 

this result?

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source



Assessment of results achieved by NL across the entire Result area 4 Trade and Development Cooperation

Reasons for result achieved:

Implications for planning:
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	Indicators 4: 
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	0: Indicator 1: Number of Dutch water sector actors active in the water sector (by companies, NGO's, knowledge institutes and drinking water companies + water boards). 
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	1b Baseline: 
	0: 0
	1: 30,000
	2: 0
	3: 

	1b Target: 
	0: 4
	1: ?
	2: 1
	3: 

	1b Result: 
	0: 0
	1: 30,000
	2: 0
	3: 

	1b Result 2: 
	0: 0
	1: 35,000
	2: 0
	3: 

	1b Result 3: 
	0: 0
	1: 35,000
	2: 0
	3: 

	1b Source: 
	0: Programme Report
	1: From 2015: Programme Inception Report (nov.2015)
	2: Programme Report
	3: 


	Results 4: Rwanda is still at a development stage in which not so much trade can be expected. However, this may change in the near future, especially with Dutch knowledge being made accessible through PPP's and the bilateral aid program.
	Implications 4: Continue on this track. The Rwanda IWRM Programme is starting in 2015 as well as the innovative VIA water programme, and water is also an element taken into account in the NICHE-2 programme set up in 2015.
	Result 4: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	1b: 
	2b: 
	3b: 
	1a: Aquanet and VitensEvides (Dutch companies) have contributed to the formulation and implementation of innovative programmes for water and sanitation. SNV (Dutch NGO) is involved in the activity of Aquanet. HaskoningDHV (Dutch company) Techforce (Dutch company) and WUR-CDI (IDutch knowledge institution) are involved, since 2013, in a PPP project named Kabuye sugar make it work (marshland development). In 2014, a consultant from UNESCO IHE (Knowledge institution based in the Netherlands) has helped to formulate the new Rwanda IWRM Programme which will become operational in 2015. 
	1b12: The formulation of the Rwanda IWRM Programme was financed by EKN. Within this program, at least 5 organisations from the Netherlands (1 company, 2 knowledge institutions, 1 NGO and 1 Water Board) will participate.
	2a: Not yet applicable to Rwanda
	2b13: N.A.

	4: 
	2a Result: 
	0: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	2: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 



	1a Baseline: 
	0: 1 KI, 2 NGO, 1 DW+WB, 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1a Target: 
	0: 4 KI, 3 NGO, 4 Pcomp, 3 DW+WB
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1a Result: 
	0: 1 KI, 2 NGO, 1 DW+WB
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1a Result 2: 
	0: 3 KI, 2 NGO, 1 Pcomp, 2 DW+WB
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1a Result 3: 
	0: 3 KI, 2 NGO, 2 Pcomp, 2 DW+WB
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1a Source: 
	0: RVO and EKN
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1 b Baseline: 
	0: 0
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1 b Target: 
	0: 1 KI, 1 NGO, 3 Pcomp, 1 DW+WB
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1 b Result: 
	0: 0
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1 b Result 2: 
	0: 0
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1 b Result 3: 
	0: 1 Pcomp
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1 b Source: 
	0: Programme Reports
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
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	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
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	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
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	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	2b Baseline: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	2b Target: 
	0: 
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	2: 
	3: 

	2b Result: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	2b Result 2: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	2b Result 3: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	2b Source: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	Results 3: Not applicable. The Rwanda IWRM program focuses on result area 2 improved river basin management
	Implications 3: 
	Result 3: 
	2a: Not applicable. The Rwanda IWRM program focuses on result area 2 improved river basin management
	1a: Not applicable. The Rwanda IWRM program focuses on result area 2 improved river basin management
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	1b: 
	2b: 
	3b: 
	1b12: Not applicable. The Rwanda IWRM program focuses on result area 2 improved river basin management
	2b13: Not applicable. The Rwanda IWRM program focuses on result area 2 improved river basin management

	Results 2: Results are lagging behind in this area as a result of the long time it has taken to develop the new IWRM programme. This is mainly due tot the complexity of the topic and the Rwandese context in which it needs to be implemented. It will however become operational in 2015 and concrete results in the identified hot spots are expected in 2016.
	Implications 2: The new IWRM programme is foreseen to be implemented beyond the timeframe of the current MASP.
	Result 2: 
	2a: Rwanda shares numerous small basins with neighboring countries, and is situated in the most upstream part of both the Congo and Nile basins. Collaboration and sound management of natural resources such as shared water sources can contribute to the stability and peace in this volatile ' Great Lakes' region.The notion of trans boundary river management is included in the Rwanda water policy framework. The water resources management sub-sector strategic plan (2012-2015) includes the ambition to establish an effective framework for managing shared waters.In the bilateral IWRM program, one of the four Demonstration Catchment Areas concerns a transboundary basin, shared with Uganda.
	1a: The Master Plan on Water Resources Management was published in 2014. It is a major step towards application of Rwanda's comprehensive Water Law (2008) and Water Policy (2011). The Master Plan is a guiding document for Integrated Water Resource Management (IWRM) planning and decision making, but needs further refinement in the years to come, including for elaborating a water management information system and institutional and legal frameworks for IWRM. Task forces will be set up per (secondary) catchment area to bring the main stakeholders together. Relevant indicators for this result question will be elaborated in the course of the  EKN supported IWRM program, in close cooperation with the Rwanda Natural Resources Authority.
	2: 
	1: 
	3: 
	1b: 
	2b: 
	3b: 
	bbb: In 2014 four (4) IWRM secondary "hot spot" catchment areas were selected for the fieldwork of the newly formulated Rwanda IWRM Programme to be funded by EKN. In these so-called demonstartion catchment areas, IWRM will be put into practice, addressing major water related issues and serving as learning by doing. EKN is increasingly engaged in policy dialogue with Rwandan partners as co-chair of the IWRM Thematic Working Group (since September 2014).During the inception phase of the Rwanda IWRM Programme, in 2015, additional indicators and base line values will be determined to be included in this results fiche.
	2bb: The Embassy in collaboration with 3 other Netherlands Embassies (DRC, Uganda and Burundi) has formulated a multi annual strategic plan for the Great Lakes area. This  Regional Programme, which aims at contributing to the sustainable development and stability in the region also includes water resources management as a spearhead. Concrete transboundary water efforts include for example the EKN funded Lake Kivu Monitoring project.  This will strengthen regular monitoring, data and information gathering, better understanding of Lake Kivu and its environs, establishment of an enabling legal,institutional and organizational structure.  The new Rwanda IWRM programme (operational from 2015) will also provide valuable lessons from the Demonstration Catchment Areas which will be fed into the international discussions with neighbouring countries on the mananagement of transboundary river basins. One of these sites is (part of) the Muvumba basin which is shared with Uganda and Tanzania.Indicators for this results area will be formulated once the new IWRM programme is operational.

	Results 1: The new Rwanda IWRM Programme has been successfully formulated and tendered in 2014. It will start with its inception phase in 2015. One of the elements of the inception phase is the conception of a Monitoring & Evaluation framework and determinartion of baseline values.
	Implications 1: Get the project team in place early 2015 and make arrangements for an external M&E organisation and for the Netherlands-Rwanda High Level Panel on IWRM.
	Result 1: 
	1a: N.A. The Rwanda IWRM programme focuses on result area 2 improved river basin management. In this program, also improved water management for agriculture will get attention. The exact nature of the interventions in this result area will be determined in 2015. Hence, if applicable, indicators fort this result area will be developed in 2015. 
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	Organisation: Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, Kigali (Rwanda)
	Date: 21 August 2015
	Reporting period: 2014
	a Activity number 1: 25239
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	a Actual expenditure 1: 69.400
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